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ABSTRACT

Feed- forward neural network (FFNN) and radial basis function networks
(RBFN) were used in the development of a kinetic-spectrophotometric
method for the simultaneous determination of Sn(II) and Sn(IV). The two-
way data matrices, based on changes of absorbance at the maximum wave-
length of reaction products of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) with pyrocatechol-violet
in acetate buffered solution (pH 4.0) were processed separately by the
principal component-radial basis function-artificial neural network (exact
fit and fewer neurons) and principal component feed-forward neural net-
work (PC-FFNN). The network architecture (number of hidden, and output
nodes), transfer functions, number of epochs, momentum and learning
rate in FFNN model and spread value in radial basis function, were also
optimized for getting satisfactory results with minimum errors. The pro-
posed methods were successfully applied to determination of desirable
metal ions in several synthetic samples. The results obtained by PC-FFNN
and PC-RBF networks were compared to each other. The prediction perfor-
mance of RBF network (exact-fit) was better than RBF (fewer neurons)
network and PC-FFNN. The obtained satisfactory results indicate the ap-
plicability of ANNs approach for determination of desirable species. The
proposed methods were successfully applied to the quantification of the
Sn(IV) and Sn(II) in different water samples and canned products.
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INTRODUCTION

Spectrophotometric analysis of multicomponent
mixtures shows that the quantification of compounds
where there was no spectral difference had been a dif-
ficult problem. For solving this problem, during the last
decades in many cases, kinetic-based methods con-
tinuously were applied[1-3].

The chemometric methods including classical least
squares (CLS), inverse least squares (ILS), principal
component regression (PCR) and partial least squares
(PLS) had been found increasing applications for mul-
ticomponent kinetic determination[4-12]. These methods
do not require prior knowledge of reaction order or
reaction rate coefficient of the involved analytical sys-
tems. The predicted values of these methods will not in
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good agreement with known values when nonlinearity
presented in considered system.

An artificial neural network (ANN) is an intercon-
nected group of artificial neurons that uses a mathemati-
cal model or computational model for information pro-
cessing[13-15]. The multi-layer feed-forward neural net-
works (FFNNs) with the error back-propagation learn-
ing rule is the technique most frequently used. Radial
basis function (RBF) networks on the other hand, offer
interesting alternatives to FFNNs in the sense that they
allow local training[16-17]. Radial basis function networks
possess a best property of best approximation and may
require more neurons than feed-forward back propa-
gation networks[18-22].

A different approach to carry out multicomponent
kinetic determinations was proposed based on artificial
neural network (ANN) models[23,24]. Also for resolve
three dimensional data (combination of kinetics and
spectroscopy data) the multidimensional partial least
square (NPLS) and the parallel factor (PARAFAC)
analysis was presented[25,26]. However three way data
matrix can be developed based on the so called sec-
ond order advantage, i.e. robust estimation of the
analytes concentration in mixtures that contain unknown
interferences. But the number of studies using experi-
mental data is still very limited. For example PARAFAC
has a basic trilinear model which is compatible with
analytical data structures involving spectrophotometric
measurements.

Tin can enter your body when you eat contami-
nated food or drink contaminated water, when you touch
or eat soil that has tin in it, or when you breathe tin-
containing fumes or dusts. When you eat tin in your
food, very little leaves the gastrointestinal tract and gets
into your bloodstream. The presence of tin in fresh food
of both vegetable and animal origin is highly dependent
on the concentration of tin in the soil of the area in which
the food is produced. There is no evidence that tin is an
essential element for humans. Exposure to Sn and its
compounds can produce several effects such as neuro-
logical, hematological and immunological. Inhalation of
iSn can induce to pneumoconiosis and ingestion may
lead to gastrointestinal effects. Despite the dangers they
are applied in a great number of industries, such as the
paint industry and the plastic industry, and in agriculture
through pesticides. Tin metal is used as a protective

coating in food, beverage and aerosol cans. Canning
may result in dissolution of the tin lining of the can, par-
ticularly if the products are acidic.

Determination of tin species, mainly their organo-
metallic derivatives, is among the most required analy-
sis in environmental studies, not only due to their toxic-
ity, but also because they are good indicators of an-
thropogenic pollution sources[27,28]. In the literature, sev-
eral methods for determination of tin were proposed[28-

32]. To the best of our knowledge less attention has been
paid to simultaneous determination of Sn(IV) and Sn(II).
Recently, Afkhami et al., developed mean centering of
ratio kinetic profiles and partial least squares (PLS)
methods for the simultaneous analysis of binary mix-
tures of Sn(II) and Sn(IV)[33].

De Azevedo et al., developed a procedure for the
determination of tin in whole blood and urine by GF
AAS with a minimum sample pre-treatment, using Pd/
Mg as chemical modiûer[34].

ANNs are powerful chemometric methods because
they do not need any model structure speciation and
can process multivariate problems of nonlinear systems.
With proper training, ANNs can accurately model the
presence of synergistic eûects and avoid the potential
loss of kinetic data for mixtures resulting from too short
induction periods, outliers, nd small diûerences in the
rate constants, and so on. The purpose of this study is
to compare performances of the principal component-
radial basis function networks and principal compo-
nent-feed forward neural networks for multi-compo-
nent determination based on difference in kinetic rates
of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) by PCV. We created exact fit �
PC-RBF, fewer neuron-PC-RBF and PC-FFNN that
they are often used for determination. To our knowl-
edge this is first report on applicability of RBF for ki-
netic- spectrophotometric determination of Sn(II) and
Sn(IV). The variations of absorbance of the complexes
were monitored at maximum wavelength of 550 nm.
The part of data from 0 to 10 min was applied for analy-
sis. Simultaneous determination can be performed with-
out carefully controlling experimental conditions and also
with handling non-linearities due to kinetic parameters.
By using the two way data (absorbance measurement
at a single wavelength by changing the concentration of
reactants) the metal ions were estimated. The obtained
results of PC-RBF (exact fit and fewer neurons) and
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PC-FFNNs were compared with each others and those
obtained from previous work[33]. The methods were
validated by determining Sn(II) and Sn(IV in synthetic
mixtures, tap water, river water and canned products.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents

All solutions were prepared with analytical grade
reagents. Stock solutions of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) (100 g
mL-1) were prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts
of SnCl

2
·2H

2
O (Merck) and SnCl

4
·5H

2
O (Fluka), re-

spectively, in 0.2 mol L-1 HCl. A 1.0×10-3 mol L-1,
Pyrocatechol-violet (PCV) (Merck) solution was pre-
pared daily by dissolving appropriate amount of this
indicator in doubly distillated water. Acetic acid�ac-

etate (1.0 mol L-1) buffer solution of pH 4.0 was pre-
pared from acetic acid and sodium acetate (Merck).

Apparatus

A Perkin-Elmer Lambda 45 UV�vis spectrometer

was used for recording and storage of UV�vis absor-

bance spectra using 1 cm quartz cells and slit width of
0.5 nm. The ANN algorithm (nntool) was run in
MATLAB (Math Work, version 7.1).

Procedure

Two ml buffer solution and 1.68 mL of PCV solu-
tion and desirable concentration of metal ions were
added to a 5 ml volumetric flask and made up to the
mark with water. A portion of the solution was trans-
ferred into a quartz cell to record the absorption kinetic
profile of the solution at 550 nm in the time range 0�10

min with 1 s intervals.

(a) Theory of RBF networks

A radial basis function (RBF) is a real-valued func-
tion. The structure of radial basis function networks
(RBFN) is comprised three units of input, hidden and
output. The input units serve only to distribute input to
hidden unit. Each neuron of the hidden unit represents a
basis functions, with equal dimensions to the input data.
RB networks generally use a Gaussian function to ac-
count for the non-linearity of the hidden unit processing
elements. The Gaussian function responds only to a small
region of the input space where the Gaussian is cen-
tered. The successful implementation of these networks

is to find suitable centers for such a Gaussian functions,
which is characterized by two parameters, i.e. Center

( ic ), and peak width ( j ). The RBF are typically used

to build up the output of the form
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hidden nodes. Finally, the response of each output node
is calculated by a linear function of its input (including
the bias w
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k
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 and the input vari-
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i
 can be represented by:
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The weights kjw  are adjusted to minimize the mean
square error of the net output.

(b) Optimization of experimental conditions

The optimum conditions for simultaneous determi-
nation of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) werechosen as follows: pH
is 4.0 and An excess amount of PCV (3.2×10-4 mol L-1)
was applied to obtain a pseudo-first order reaction with
respect to each cation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Kinetic-spectral nature of the metal� pyrocatechol

violet

Sn(IV) and Sn(II) can react with PCV to form a
colored complex. They show maximum absorbance at
550 nm. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of individual of
component at presence of PCV in 10 min. Simulta-
neous determination of desirable metal ions due to lack
of spectral discrimination were impossible(Figure 1).

The reaction rate of Sn(IV) and Sn(II) were differ-
ent and for Sn(IV) was faster. This difference gives the
possibility for resolving their mixtures (Figure 2) in si-
multaneous determination of two metal ions. Absor-
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bance monitoring at single wavelength has a great ad-
vantage in determination of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) when
diode array spectrophotometer not be available in each
laboratory. Principal component analysis was performed
on the created two way data which obtained by mea-
suring the absorbance at a single wavelength after chang-
ing the concentration of Sn(II) and Sn(IV). Optimal
numbers of principal components (PCs) were used as
inputs for calibration of artificial neural networks.

The response of network with one hidden layer and
one output neuron, out

k
, to the input vector x

i
, is the

calculated concentration that can be written as eq.1:

 'bbxwfwgout
k

1i
iij

h

1j
jkk 
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Where f is the transfer function applied for hidden layer,
g the transfer function applied for hidden layer, b and

'b  are the biases of the model, w
ij
 the weight value

from the input neurons to the hidden neurons, w
jk
 the

weight from hidden neurons to the output neuron and h
the neuron number in the hidden layer. The network
output, out

k
, is compared with desired output and the

error term is calculated. During the training process,
the weights are iteratively calculated in order to mini-
mize the sum of squared difference between the known
concentrations and the calculated concentrations. The
training was stopped manually when the root mean
square error of the test set remained constant after suc-
cessive iteration. The neural network models were
tested on an external prediction set (validation set) that
consisted of samples belonging to neither the calibra-
tion set nor test set.

The chose architecture for comparison was that
which produced the minimum relative standard error of
prediction (RSE %) as eq.2:
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Where np is the number of the samples used in valida-
tion set, C real value and

 
C

p 
the predicted value. In these

work, the whole data set (34 synthetic sample mix-
tures) was prepared randomly from concentrations of
both analytes to cover the measuring range. The syn-
thetic sample mixtures were randomly distributed into
three sets, i.e. calibration set, test set and validation set
with sizes 20, 13 and 6 respectively. The former was
used to train the network and second for testing and
the third was used to validate the learned network.

The numbers of input nodes were selected as an
optimal number of principal components which obtained
by applying principal component analysis on two way
kinetic data. To optimization of network architecture,
number of hidden layers was varied from one to five

Figure 1 : Absorption spectra of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) by PCV at
3.2 × 10-4 mol L�1PCV and 0.60 mg L-1 Sn(II) and Sn(IV) at pH
4.0.

Figure 2 : The kinetic profiles of complexation reactions of
Sn (II) and Sn (IV) with PCV at 550 nm, conditions: PCV

concentration 3.2×10-4molL-1, the concentration of Sn(II) and
Sn(IV) was 0.60mgL-1 at pH 4.0.

Network optimization

(a) Calibration of PC-FFN networks

The kinetic data obtained from experiments were
processed by FFNN, which was trained with back-
propagation of errors learning algorithm. The aim of
calibration is to produce a model that relates the kinetic
spectral data of calibration mixtures to the concentra-
tion data. If we suppose calibration set with m samples
containing n analytes with the absorption obtained at t
times, then in the learning procedure for the first analyte,
the tm  data matrix is fed into the network with out-
put vector rn  concentration set of desired analyte).
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(Figure 3). As the Figure 3 shows the RSE% was mini-
mum at one layer. The effected number of hidden neu-
rons was determined by training PC-FFNN with dif-
ferent number of neurons. As observed in Figure 4 a
minimum in RSE% occurred when proper neurons four
and three were used in the hidden layer for Sn(IV) and
Sn(II) respectively. The basic transfer function used here
consisted of a Logistic function, which passes the value
through a non-linear function for hidden layer and
pureline for output layer.

The output layer for Sn(IV) and Sn(II) was one
layer. Training the network was performed with several
learning rates which changed from 0.01 to 0.1. During
the learning procedure of the network with the calibra-
tion set, the test set was subsequently tested with the
learned network. The results for optimized parameters
for construction of the network are represented in
TABLE 1.

By optimized parameter in TABLE 1 the network
architectures for two ion metals was created and con-
centration of each ion was predicted. TABLE 2 shows
the results obtained for prediction samples by PC-
FFNN. The reasonable relative errors for each analyte
in both sets calculated by eq.2, for each analyte in this
set indicate the applicability of the proposed method.

Figure 3 : Plots of RSE% as a function of the number of
layers for selection of hidden layer for Sn(II) () and Sn(IV)
() in determination by FFNN.

Figure 4 : Plots of RSE% as a function of the number of
neurons in hidden layer for Sn(IV) () and Sn(II) () in
determination by FFNN.

Compound 
Parameter 

Sn(IV) Sn(II) 
Input nodes 3 3 

Hidden nodes 4 3 

Output nodes 1 1 

Learning rate 0.1 0.1 

Momentum 0.01 0.01 

Number of iteration 850 1000 

Hidden layer transfer function Logsig Logsig 

Output layer transfer function Purelin Purelin 

TABLE 1 : Optimized parameters used in PC-FFNNs at si-
multaneous determination of Sn(IV) and Sn(II) by PCV.

Actual/µg mL
-1 Found/µg mL

-1 

Sn(IV) Sn(II) Sn(IV) Sn(II) 

0.50 0.00 0.50 0.51 

0.60 1.00 0.61 0.00 

1.00 0.80 0.98 0.99 

0.30 0.60 0.32 0.78 

0.50 0.60 0.51 0.61 

0.90 0.30 0.90 0.62 

0.50 0.90 0.49 0.32 

0.50 0.60 0.50 0.89 

0.60 0.80 0.61 0.58 

0.60 0.00 0.61 0.78 

0.60 1.00 0.60 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 

1.60  1.57 0.00 

R.S.E%  1.79 1.96 
Mean R.S.E%  1.87  

TABLE 2 : Prediction results obtained Sn(IV) and Sn(II) in
simultaneous determination with PC-FFNN.

(b) Calibration of RBF networks

In RBF networks, two sets of parameters (the cen-
ters and the widths) in the hidden layer and a set of
weights in the output layer are adjusted. Therefore, the
adjustment of the output layer is simple and RBFN has
a guaranteed learning procedure for converge. How-
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ever, in back-propagation FFNN, the parameters of
transfer functions both in hidden and output layers should
be adjusted by using the Sigmoid transfer functions and
generally it is time consuming. For the determination of
tin species, the exact fit type of radial basis from
MATLAB 7.1 was selected. In this procedure the num-
bers of hidden nodes are equal to the number of nodes
in the input layer. So, the adjustable parameters were
the number of input variable and spread. Input vari-
ables for this part were first four principal components.
The latter parameter was in relation with the spread of
radial basis functions in the network. RSE% for the pre-
diction of both of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) at the spread val-
ues of 1-50 were investigated(Figure 5).

mean centering(MC) and PLS as well as previous
one[31]. The RSE% for Sn(II) and Sn(IV) were 3.76
and 3.80%, respectively by MC and Sn(II) and Sn(IV)
were 4.5 and 1.80% respectively by PLS. These re-
veal the superiority of neural networks over the other
methods. The superiority of the neural networks over
the MC and PLS is partly due to the fact that in neural
networks the interactions between different parameters
used as considered. By considering the results of
TABLE 2 and TABLE 3 it was cleared that the calcu-
lated values by f PC-RBF (exact fit and fewer neurons)
are better than that obtained and PC-FFNN. How-
ever the performance of two types of RBF networks
(exact fit and fewer neurons) had not much difference
but exact fit -RBF performed better than fewer neu-
rons-RBF in predicting of Sn(IV) and Sn(II) concen-
trations. It was due to local training ability of RBF and
interpretation of final model in terms of logical rules.
RBF networks are able to detect new local generaliza-
tion. This one is obtained by the Gaussians basis func-
tions that are maximal to the core, and decrease in a
monotonous way with the distance. On the other hand,
Due to the localized nature of RBFN, the network can
be trained extremely quickly and facilitates nonlinear
calculation. Therefore, the precision and accuracy of
RBFNs results are better than FFNN results.

Figure 5 : Plots of RSE% as a function of spread for Sn(IV)
() and Sn(II) () in determination by RBFN.

The obtained results from repetition of training pro-
cedure of PC-RBF, for each condition were the same.
It was due to high reproducibility of modeling that is a
main advantage for the RBFN. In this way, 3 times rep-
etition of training in each of experimental condition was
performed (TABLE 3).

Also same procedure was applied for the simulta-
neous determination of tin species; by fewer neurons -
RBF from MATLAB 7. In this case the number of in-
puts was same as exact fit type but optimal amount of
SPREAD value was 25 for both of metal ions. By the
optimal parameters the concentration of Sn(II) and
Sn(IV) was predicted. The result of prediction set which
obtained by fewer neurons -RBF are presented in
TABLE 3.

The ANNs have been trained on the same datasets.
To evaluate the performance of neural networks, the
RSE% of its resulrts compared with the RSE% of the

Actual /µg mL
-1 aFound /µg mL

-1 bFound /µg mL
-1 

Sn(IV) Sn(II) Sn(IV) Sn(II) Sn(IV) Sn(II) 

0.50 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.51 

0.60 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.60 0.00 

1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.02 1.01 

0.30 0.80 0.30 0.81 0.29 0.82 

0.50 0.60 0.51 0.60 0.50 0.61 

0.90 0.60 0.90 0.61 0.90 0.60 

0.50 0.30 0.49 0.31 0.50 0.30 

0.50 0.90 0.52 0.91 0.51 0.91 

0.60 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.61 

0.60 0.80 0.62 0.81 0.60 0.80 

0.60 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.61 0.00 

0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.97 

1.60 0.00 1.59 0.00 1.58 0.00 

R.S.E%  1.52 1.04 1.31 1.84 

Mean R.S.E  1.28   1.57 

TABLE 3 : Prediction results obtained in simultaneous de-
termination of Sn (IV) and Sn(II) by (a)exact fit-PC-RBF and
(b)fewer neurons-PC-RBF.
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Application of the methods

To test the accuracy of the method, known amounts
of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) were spiked into several tap wa-
ter and river water samples (TABLE 4). The appropri-
ate amounts of PCV and solution of buffer were added
afterward. The proposed methods were applied to the
determination of the analytes, and satisfactory results
were obtained (TABLE 4).

The proposed methods were successfully applied
to the simultaneous determination of metal ions in canned
orange and pineapple juice samples(TABLE 5).

For digestion of the sample, five milliliters of or-
ange juice or pineapple juice was transferred into a 250
mL Erlenmeyer flask and 10 mL of concentrated sulfu-
ric acid was added. The solution was diluted to about
75 mL by distilled water. Then, it was cooled, filtered
and washed with water and the filtrate was collected in
a 100 mL calibrated flask and diluted to the volume
with water. The 2.0 mL of the solution and optimal
amount of PCV and buffer solution were transferred in
volumetric flask and diluted to the mark. The absor-
bance of this solution was recorded. The concentration
of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) was determined by the PC-
FFNNs and PC-RBF networks. Total concentration
of tin in the samples was also determined by flame atomic
absorption spectrometry (FAAS). The total amount of
Sn(II) and Sn(IV) obtained by FAAS were 57.60 µg

mL-1, 61.84 µg mL-1 and 70.50 µg mL-1for orange juice
1, orange juice 2 and pineapple juice samples, respec-
tively.

The total amounts of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) which ob-
tained by the proposed methods were in good agree-
ment with those obtained by FAAS. The results are
shown in TABLE 5. The predicted concentrations of
Sn(II) and Sn(IV) in different fruit juice samples show
that the predicted results are in good consistent with

Actual/µg ml
-1 Found /µg ml

-1 
Method 

Sn(II) Sn(IV) Sn(II) Sn(IV) 

1.00a 1.20a 1.180.00 1.330.00 
FFNNs 

0.80b 0.70b 0.810.01 0.680.11 
1.00a 1.20a 1.100.00 1.200.00 

FFNNs 
0.80b 0.70b 0.080.0 0.690.11 

TABLE 4 : Simultaneous determination of Sn(IV) and Sn(II)
in different water samples by the proposed methods.

spiked in tap water and (b) spiked in river water

the standard values. Moreover the calculated results
proved that the proposed neural networks approach
based on the PCA input selection was suitable for the
simultaneous determination of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) in dif-
ferent samples.

Found/µg mL
-1 

Added/ 
µg mL

-1 PC- 
FFNN 

Exact fit-P 
RBF 

Fewer neuron
PCRBF 

 
Sample 

Sn(IV) Sn(II) Sn(IV) Sn(II) Sn(IV) Sn(II) Sn(IV) Sn(II) 

- - 31.24 28.10 29.88 26.60 30.20 28.20 Orange 
juice (1) 8 6 40.26 32.88 38.32 32.95 39.42 33.90 

Recovery% - - 102.5 96.42 101.14 101.0 103.1 99.12 

- - 34.52 29.25 33.54 30.54 33.52 30.45 Orange 
juice (2) 8 6 44.70 34.65 42.32 36.95 43.27 35.18 

Recovery% - - 105.1 98.3 101.8 101.1 104.2 96.51 

- - 40.35 28.62 37.50 31.72 40.4 27.72 Pineapple 
juice 8 6 49.87 33.32 46.94 38.67 47.28 33.24 

Recovery% - - 103.1 96.24 103.1 102.5 97.69 98.58 

TABLE 5 : Concentration and recoveries of Sn(IV) and Sn(II)
in fruit juices samples by the proposed and standard meth-
ods.

CONCLUSION

This study has shown that the PC-RBF (exact fit
and fewer neurons) and PC-FFNN are the most effec-
tive for simultaneous kinetic determination of binary mix-
tures. Because lack spectral discrimination between the
product of reaction of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) by PCV were
presented, differences in their rates of reaction afford
their quantitation with an ANN models. Hence, not nec-
essary to use all of the analytical information acquired
such as absorbance, times, and all wavelengths; rather,
one can use only data recorded at the maximum absor-
bance of product. Determination of them was performed
by PC- FFNNs and PC-RBFN. The proposed meth-
ods are very selective, sensitive and do not need any
separation steps in simultaneous determination of both
metal ions. These methods are offering acceptable meth-
ods for the determination of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) in rou-
tine analysis. At the RBF training, the obtained results
from repetition of training procedure, are close to each
other and not large different. It was due to high repro-
ducibility of the RBF modeling that it can be a main
advantage for the RBFN. Satisfactory results created
by RBFN shows, the modeling have a powerful poten-
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tial for the considered system without knowledge of the
kinetic rate constant and reaction order. High repro-
ducibility of training procedure and considerably lower
training period (due to less obtainable parameters) in
the RBFN are among the main advantage of these net-
works compared to FFNNs. The RBF network espe-
cially exact fit-RBF can be effective calibration method
for the kinetic determination of highly spectral overlap-
ping systems.
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